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A theory of the EPR line shape of impurity centers in nonmetallic crystals is developed within the 
framework of the quantum kinetic equation. The angular dependences of the line half-widths on the 
orientation of the crystal in an external static magnetic field are obtained. The case of Cr3 + in 
ZnW04 is considered as an example. The correlation between the angular dependences of the EPR 
line half-widths and the magnitude of the line splitting in an external electric field which has been 
observed experimentally C1 J is explained. The principal spin-phonon interaction mechanism re
sponsible for line broadening can be established by comparing the theory and experiment. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IN a number of experimental papers (see, for exam
pleP•2J) an angular dependence of the EPR line half
width of impurity centers in crystals has been estab
lished. The effect of an external electric field on the 
EPR spectrum in crystals without a center of inversion 
has been investigated in [1 ' 3 ' 4]. The non-equivalence of 
the ionic positions in the unit cell produces a splitting 
of the EPR line in an external electric field. The mag
nitude of the splitting depends on the orientation of the 
crystal in the external magnetic field and has an angu
lar dependence. Buga1 et alPJ have established a cor
relation between the angular dependences of the EPR 
line half-widths in the absence of an electric field and 
the magnitude of the splitting of the line in an electric 
field. Mims and Gillen CsJ attempted to explain this 
correlation effect, proposing that the angular depend
ence of the half-width is associated with the effect of 
the electric fields of the impurity centers incorporated 
in the crystal. Estimates have shown that to explain 
this effect high concentrations of defects of the order 
of 1018 em -3 are necessary. 

A theory of EPR line shape is developed below, 
using the quantum kinetic equation (see, for exam
ple,C6'7J). The theory explains the angular dependences 
of the EPR line half-widths and the correlation between 
these and the magnitude of the line splitting in an ex
ternal electric field. The theory contains no presump
tion of the presence of charged defects in the crystal. 

2. BASIC EQUATIONS 

We write the Hamiltonian of the system consisting 
of the paramagnetic center and the crystal in the form 

( 1) 

where 3Je is the operator for the energy of the para
pagnetic center in the crystal (the dynamic subsystem), 
V is the operator for the energy of interaction of the 
paramagnetic center with an external ac magnetic field, 
F is the Hamiltonian of the surroundings of the para
magnetic center (dissipative sub-system), and G is the 
operator for the energy of interaction of the dynamic 
and dissipative subsystems. 

The equation of motion for the density matrix of the 
entire system is 

952 

op 1 at= i[p, W]. (2) 

The equation of motion for the density matrix of the 
dynamic subsystem using the usual assumptions C7J has 
the form 

, - 't'mn.O'mnt m"f=n. (3) 

Here m and n number the energy levels of the dynamic 
subsystem, Wkm is the probability of transition per 
unit time from state k to state m, 

Wkm = 2r.mkkm, Wmn = 8m - Bn., 
1 1 (4) 

- = -2 ~ (Wmk + Wnk)- 2fmmnn +fmmmm + fnnnn· 
'tmn q 

The interaction operator is 

G = ~F,-'Y,', (5) 

where Yl is the i\ component of an irreducible tensor 
operator of weight l in spin space, Ft is the corre
sponding quantity in the space of the variables of the 
dissipative subsystem: 

fm'<ln = ,L<D;;-1--~(WLn) (Y/·)mk(Yq")ln, (6a) 

00 

<Dl~(w1n) =) rr;"',n 1(F/"(t)Fq~(O))dt. 

Here Wmk = Wnl· 
We choose for the operator for the energy of the 

dynamic subsystem 

- r- 1 J ~ - • -:Jf = D L1,'-31(1 + 1) +E{Jx2 -1/J+ p ~ g;H;1;. 
1=1 

(6b) 

(7) 

Here J and J are respectively the angular momentum 
operator of the spin and its eigenvalue, D and E are 
the crystal field constants. Similar spin Hamiltonians 
describe the behavior of iron-group ions in tungstates, 
corundum ( E = 0), and in many other crystal systems. 

Below we shall compare theory with experiment in 
the case of Cr3 + in ZnW04. In this case J = %, 
D >> gj3H. In first-order perturbation theory the energy 
levels and wave functions in the zeroth approximation 
have the following form: 

e,,, = -D + 1/2gPHl'i+ 3sin2 8, ea.• = D + 3/2g~H cos 8; (Ba) 
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,p1 = 2-'l•[yi +ax_,,, -"}'1--=a X•;,], 
1P• = 2-'l•[i1- ax_.,,+ l'1 +ax.,,], 

cose 
1Va=X-%• 1P•=x•., a= y1 +3sin2 8' (Bb) 

A 

where Xm are the eigenfunctions or' the operator J z 
and e is the angle between the direction of a de mag
netic field located in the xz plane and the z axis. 

3. EPR LINE SHAPE. COMPARISON WITH 
EXPERIMENT. 

The operator for the energy of interaction between 
the spin and an ac magnetic field has the form 

(9) 

where n is the frequency of the electromagnetic field, 
y is the gyromagnetic ratio, and H1 is the amplitude 
of the ac electromagnetic field. We choose the fre
quency n to correspond to the transition between 
levels 2 and 1 (lower Kramers doublet). 

Using the stationary solutions of the kinetic equa
tions, we obtain for the dynamic susceptibility 

y2cos28 [(Q-w.,)+h.,-•](o22°-crH0) (10) 
x(&!)= 1+3sin28 (Q-w.,) 2+1/r.,• ' 

where a~m = exp ( -Em/kT )/Em exp ( -Em/kT) is the 
equilibrium density matrix. Note that in (10) we have 
neglected small terms of order ( V~n )2• 

The imaginary part of the magnetic susceptibility, 
which determines the absorption line shape, is 

x"(Q)= y2cos28 ..:.,-•(0'22°- 0'!1°) (11) 
1 + 3 sin2 8 (Q- w21)•+ 1/..:212 

It is seen from (11) that the absorption line is Lorent
zian in shape with half-width equal to T2i. 

After calculating the matrix elements in ( 6a) using 
the wave functions (Bb) in the high-temperature ap
proximation ( wmn/kT « 1), we obtain 

1 / T21 = Ao + A,a• + A2aii- a2 + A3l'1- a2 +A.a. (12) 

Here the coefficients Ai are real and are linear com
binations of the functions <I>}JJ. ( w) ( w are the frequen
cies of the dynamic subsystem, including w = 0 ) . 

For comparison with experiment (klystron frequency 
n fixed, external magnetic field magnitude H variable), 
Eq. (11) is transformed from x"(n) to x"(H). Ex
panding <~>aJJ.( Wij) in a series and retaining only the 
first approximation ( gflli:/D « 1), assuming that 
<1>~/J. ( Wij ) varies little with a change of magnetic field 
by an amount of the order of the line width, and taking 
the parity of the functions <1>~/J.( w) into account in the 
high temperature approximatwn, we obtain for the 
half-width 

1 1 - = [Co+ C,a• + C.a i1- a2]. ( 13) 
..:21 l'1 + 3 sin2 8 

Here the coefficients Ci are linear combinations of 
the functions <I>lJJ. ( w), w takes on values 0, n, 2n 
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FIG. I. Angular dependence of 
the EPR line half-width (lower 
Kramers doublet): continuous 
curve-theory, points-experi
mental values from [ 1 ] • 
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FIG. 2. Angular dependence of the EPR line 
half-width (upper Kramers doublet): continuous 20 

curve-theory, points-experimental values from [1 ]. 0-60 -I,IJ -20 o 20 
8,.deg 1 

(the explicit form of the coefficients is omitted here 
because of its complexity). 

An analogous treatment for the transition 4 - 3 
(upper Kramers doublet) leads to the following expres
sion for the half-width: 

- 1- = (B1 cos e + B2 sin 8]/cos2 e. 
T.a 

(14) 

Here the real coefficients Bi are given in the form of 
a linear combination of the Fourier transforms of the 
correlators <1>~/J. ( w) at frequencies 0, 2n. We remark 
that the calculation of the matrix elements in obtaining 
(14) was carried out using zero- and first-order wave 
functions. 

The theory was compared with the experimental 
results ofC1 J (Cr3 + in ZnW04) for the transitions 
2-1 and 4-3. The curves of the angular dependences 
obtained in [1 J are raised a little above the abscissa 
axis. This is evidently connected with the spin-spin 
interaction of the paramagnetic centers. The compari
son of theory with experiment was made for values of 
the half-width in the absence of the spin-spin back
ground. These were defined as the difference between 
the observed and minimum values of the half-width. 

Figures 1 and 2 give the results of the comparison 
for the transitions 2-1 and 4-3, respectively. It is 
seen that with a proper choice of parameters the 
theoretical curves reproduce the experimental ones in 
their main features. 

The results simultaneously explain also the corre
lation of the angular dependence of the half -width with 
the magnitude of the splitting of the line in an external 
electric field. Equations (8) and (9) in [1 ] for cp = 0 
(magnetic field in the xz plane) coincide respectively 
with Eqs. (13) and (14). 

The comparison with experiment also allows one to 
make a judgement concerning the principal mechanism 
of line broadening. Agreement with experiment can be 
secured by taking into account in the energy of the in
teraction of the spin with its surroundings terms with 
l = 1, which correspond to interactions linear in the 
spins. This follows directly from the fact that the form 
of Eqs. (13) and (14) does not change if in the coeffi
cients Ci and Bi terms with 1 = 2, which correspond 
to interactions quadratic in the spins, are left out. 
Qualitatively, this can be explained by considering the 
upper and lower Kramers doublets as systems corre
sponding to an effective spin of Y2· 
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